Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 04/07/2017 to 10/07/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

Application
Number

Decision

Visa Type/Refusal Reason(s)

21313452

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

21783872

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

21869772

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22090402

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22099842

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22226042

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22338442

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22479632

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22542442

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22542502

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22542842

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22543052

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22586912

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22590422

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22590462

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22590482

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22590512

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.
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22590542

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22612762

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22612972

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22674732

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22683002

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22683592

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22683622

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22683722

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22694772

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22696482

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22698942

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22712082

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22741802

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22761282

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22810542

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22901722

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22901872

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22920562

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

22973312

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC

23045082

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.
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23046592

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

23096182

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

23464412

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

23551142

Refused

ID:- You have failed to prove that you qualify as a beneficiary of Directive
2004/38/EC.

23593352

Refused

ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter
ID:- Applicant has not provided evidence of any professional qualifications
achieved.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

24249282

Approved

Spouse of Irish Citizen

24494012

Approved

Join Spouse

24516322

Approved

Join Spouse

24516482

Approved

Join Parent

24516532

Approved

Join Parent

25206942

Refused

ID:- Visa officer is not satisfied with the quality of the letter of reference from
applicant’s employer in Pakistan
ID:- Applicant has not provided evidence of any professional qualifications
achieved

25405462

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - Bank statements provided
not showing sufficient finances.
ID:- Poor quality documents - Marriage Certificate.
ID:- The Visa application does not meet the financial criteria as per section of
17.2 of INIS Policy Document on Non - EEA Family Reunification. For further
information see our website www.inis.gov.ie.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:
Insufficient evidence of routine contact.
Self Assessment's for 2013/2014 not submitted as requested.

25795852

Refused

ID:- Quality of documents- employment letter
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
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26229622

Refused

FM:- There is no automatic right for Non-EEA Nationals who are family members
of Non-EEA nationals with residency permissions in this State to migrate on a
long term basis to Ireland. The case have been fully examined on the basis of
the documentation submitted, and it has been decided not to grant the visa
sought.
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient: The Reference\Sponsor
does not meet the criteria set out in Sections 17.4 and 17.6 of the Policy
Document on Non-EEA Family Reunification. The sponsor has not shown that
he\she has had such a minimum level of income over the past two years.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete: As set out
in the detailed consideration document to include but not limited to unexplained
credit lodgements evident in bank statement of reference\sponsor
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds: the sponsor
has failed to demonstrate that he\she fulfils the financial criteria set out in
sections 17.4 and 17.6 of the policy document.
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources: the
sponsor has failed to demonstrate that he\she fulfils the financial criteria set out
in sections 17.4 and 17.6 of the policy document.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application: - As set
out in the decision letter on appeal and the detailed consideration document
provided to the reference\sponsor.

26229902

Refused

FM:- There is no automatic right for Non-EEA Nationals who are family members
of Non-EEA nationals with residency permissions in this State to migrate on a
long term basis to Ireland. The case have been fully examined on the basis of
the documentation submitted, and it has been decided not to grant the visa
sought.
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient: The Reference\Sponsor
does not meet the criteria set out in Sections 17.4 and 17.6 of the Policy
Document on Non-EEA Family Reunification. The sponsor has not shown that
he\she has had such a minimum level of income over the past two years.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete: As set out
in the detailed consideration document to include but not limited to unexplained
credit lodgements evident in bank statement of reference\sponsor
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds: the sponsor
has failed to demonstrate that he\she fulfils the financial criteria set out in
sections 17.4 and 17.6 of the policy document.
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources: the
sponsor has failed to demonstrate that he\she fulfils the financial criteria set out
in sections 17.4 and 17.6 of the policy document.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application: - As set
out in the decision letter on appeal and the detailed consideration document
provided to the reference\sponsor.
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26250952

Refused

FM:- There is no automatic right for Non-EEA Nationals who are family members
of Non-EEA nationals with residency permissions in this State to migrate on a
long term basis to Ireland. The cases have been fully examined on the basis of
the documentation submitted, and it has been decided not to grant the visas
sought.
F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient: The Reference\Sponsor
does not meet the criteria set out in Sections 17.4 and 17.6 of the Policy
Document on Non-EEA Family Reunification. The sponsor has not shown that
he\she has had such a minimum level of income over the past two years.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete: As set
out in the detailed consideration document to include but not limited to
unexplained credit lodgements evident in bank statement of reference\sponsor
PF:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public funds: the sponsor
has failed to demonstrate that he\she fulfils the financial criteria set out in
sections 17.4 and 17.6 of the policy document.
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources: the
sponsor has failed to demonstrate that he\she fulfils the financial criteria set out
in sections 17.4 and 17.6 of the policy document.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the applications: - As set
out in the decision letter on appeal and the detailed consideration document
provided to the reference\sponsor.

26292702

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
ID:- Poor quality of documents - Employment documentation.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

26943742

Refused

FM:– Family member - There is no automatic right for non-EEA nationals who
are family members of people who are Naturalised Irish Citizens, to migrate on a
long-term basis to Ireland. Your case has been fully examined on the basis of
the documentation submitted and it has been decided not to grant your
application.
ID:- Applicant does not meet the qualifying criteria, as per 14.1 of the Policy
Document on Family Reunification', where, “Dependency” means that the family
member is (i) supported financially by the sponsor on a continuous basis and (ii)
that there is evidence of social dependency between the two parties. The degree
of dependency must be such as to render independent living at a subsistence
level by the family member in his/her home country impossible if that financial
and social support were not maintained. A minor child living with its parents will
be automatically assumed to be their dependant.
ID:- No evidence of routine contact between the applicant and the reference has
been provided.

27771572

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for proposed trip have passed
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28100772

Approved

Join/acc. EU Cit. (Household)

28295222

Refused

ID:- Quality of documents- employment letter and payslips
IH:- Immigration history of applicant
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common Travel Area
between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

28373612

Approved

Spouse of Irish Citizen

28373662

Approved

Join Parent

28373672

Approved

Join Parent

28374922

Approved

Join Parent

28514872

Approved

Spouse of Irish Citizen

28515532

Approved

Join Parent

28515632

Approved

Join Parent

28515672

Approved

Join Parent

28540612

Approved

Join Parent

28599412

Approved

Spouse of Irish Citizen

28669192

Refused

ID:- The visa application does not meet the qualifying Eligibility requirement for
De Facto Partner as per section 15.3 of INIS Policy Document on Non-EEA
Family Reunification. For further information see our website. www.inis.gov.ie

28693762

Refused

ID:- Original documents requested from the sponsor not provided
ID:- Insufficient documentation - no evidence of on going routine contact
between the sponsor and the applicant since the sponsor's arrival in the State in
2003, no evidence of on going financial support from the sponsor to the
applicant from 2003 to March 2016

28693932

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation no evidence of on going routine contact between
the sponsor and the applicant since the sponsor's arrival in the State, no
evidence on financial support from 2003 to March 2016, copy of applicants birth
certificate.
ID: - The visa application does not meet the qualifying criteria as per section
13.3 of INIS Policy Document on Non-EEA Family Reunification. For further
information see our website www.inis.gov.ie

28694632

Approved

Spouse of Irish Citizen

28694812

Approved

Join Parent

28766982

Approved

Spouse of Irish Citizen

28768352

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - from applicant
ID:- Quality of documents
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds with course
applied for
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28817662

Refused

ID:- The visa application does not meet the qualifying criteria as per section 13.3
of INIS Policy Document on Non-EEA Family Reunification. For further
information see our website www.inis.gov.ie
ID:- Insufficient information/documentation no evidence of on going contact or
financial support between the reference and applicant since the reference's
arrival in the State
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied
Records held by this office show no mention of the applicant.

28827112

Refused

ID:- The visa application does not meet the qualifying financial criteria as per
section 17.6 of INIS Policy Document on Non-EEA Family Reunification. For
further information see our website www.inis.gov.ie

28835612

Approved

Join Parent

28960602

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

28970712

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete;
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- Multiple
issues as set out in the decision letter at first instance not addressed on appeal.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit;
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa appeals officer
that such conditions would be observed;
PR:- The granting of the visa may result in a cost to public resources;
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.
The stated purpose of the visa sought to include all documentation and
submissions made at first instance and on appeal have been considered. This
visa application is linked to visa application: 29108842.
The applicant has not sufficiently addressed or addressed at all, a significant
majority of the issues\concerns raised by the decision maker at first instance.
Having considered the stated purpose of the visa sought, considerable and
reasonable concerns arise surrounding the likelihood that the granting of the visa
sought may give rise to a burden on public finances and resources. Further
reasonable concerns arise that the applicant may not observe the condition of a
short stay visa given the particular circumstances arising.
A further concern arises on appeal with regard to the non-disclosure at first
instance of stated family members in this State. A clear link to those persons
has not been established.
The onus rests with the applicant to demonstrate to satisfaction of the decision
maker that the visa should be granted for the purpose sought. The applicant has
not satisfied that requirement.
Accordingly, the decision to refuse the granting of the visa sought at first
instance has been upheld following appeal.
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29108842

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete;
INCO:- Inconsistencies - e.g. contradictions in the information supplied - As set
out at first instance and relates to finances - Issue not addressed on appeal;
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient;
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit;
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa appeals officer
that such conditions would be observed;
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown:- Stated family members.
This visa application has been fully examined and considered on appeal. This
application is linked to visa application: 28970712.
The stated purpose of the visa sought to include all documentation and
submissions made have been taken into consideration. The visa appeals officer
is not satisfied to grant the visa sought. The visa appeals officer is not satisfied
that the concerns as raised by the deciding officer at first instance have been
sufficiently addressed. In fact, on appeal, the majority of the issues flagged at
first instance have not been addressed at all. A further issue arises on appeal
with regard to stated family members in this State. The stated link between the
persons concerned was not established. Of further concern is the first instance
non- disclosure of the presence of those persons in the State. The onus rests
with the applicant to demonstrate to the satisfaction of the deciding officer that
the visa sought should be granted. The visa appeals officer is not satisfied to
grant the visa sought for the above mentioned reasons. Accordingly, the
decision to refuse the granting of the visa sought at first instance has been
upheld following appeal.

29110342

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application
R:- Letter of invitation no longer valid - dates for event/course have passed
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for

29113392

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - from the
applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- original
certificates/Diplomas.
SP:- Relevance of English to employment.

29179652

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - Bank
statement showing 6 months transaction history to date not provided.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:
3 Consecutive payslips from applicant.
Employment letter submitted from applicant is insufficient.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown
SP:- English relevance

29207432

Approved

Study

29217822

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
ID:- Quality of documents
ID:- Documents provided not translated
Inco: - Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
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29274802

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

29338872

Approved

Study

29389002

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

29389582

Approved

Training

29394502

Approved

Training

29394642

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

29394702

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

29413382

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

29417772

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

29417912

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

29438292

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)
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29469702

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient-from applicant and
reference.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete-Bank
statements do not cover six months from reference. Bank statements do not
cover six months from applicant. Unexplained lump sum lodgements from
applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ieEvidence of business from applicant e.g. tax documents. Evidence of property
owned/rented in home country from applicant. Letter of undertaking from
applicant. Letter of undertaking from reference. Employment letter from
reference. Utility bill from reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

29534532

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
ID:- Application form unsigned
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

29541752

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete-Bank
statements do not cover six months from applicant. Unexplained opening
balance from applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ieUtility bill from reference. P60 from reference. Employment letter from reference.
Three recent payslips from reference. Evidence of property owned/rented in
home country from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

29553582

Approved

Study
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29571992

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - bank
statement does not cover 6 months - reference.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- No letter of undertaking - applicant. No letter of employment/payslips applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- No letter of employment/payslips - reference. No utility bill - reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

29572472

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - bank
statement does not cover 6 months.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- No letter of undertaking - applicant. No letter of employment/payslips applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- No letter of employment/payslips - reference. No utility bill - reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

29584362

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.
ID:- Quality of documents: - employment letter (applicant), payslips (applicant),
bank statement (applicant).
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:undertaking (applicant), evidence of accommodation in home country
(applicant).
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay.
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29584932

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.
ID:- Quality of documents: - employment letter (applicant), payslips (applicant),
bank statement (applicant).
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:undertaking (applicant), evidence of accommodation in home country
(applicant).
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay.

29619052

Approved

Study

29625042

Approved

Visit

29630332

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incompleteunexplained lump sum lodgement from applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown-from reference.
ID:- Quality of documents-receipt of vehicle transfer from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ieemployment letter from reference, P60 from reference, utility bill from reference,
letter of undertaking from reference. Letter of undertaking from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s)-not declared.

29643142

Refused

ID:- Quality of documents - letter of undertaking - reference.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter - applicant.
ID:- Translation of Documents provided not notarised.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- No evidence of reference's business/employment. No utility bill - reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- No payslips - applicant.
IH:- Immigration history of applicant - applicant has failed to declare previous
visa refusal.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

29654982

Approved

Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 04/07/2017 to 10/07/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29668792

Approved

Transit

29670872

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
• College/course applicant has applied to attend is not listed on ILEP

29672212

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

29678592

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

29690012

Approved

Tournament B/O

29692722

Approved

Visit

29698282

Approved

Study

29713482

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

29713652

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

29728732

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete from
reference.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown from applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents:• Notarised translations of employment letter and employment holiday letter
contain numerous spelling errors.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:• No letter of undertaking from applicant.
• No letter of undertaking from reference.
• No evidence of accommodation shown by applicant in country of permanent
residence.
• No evidence of accommodation shown by reference.
• No payslips from applicant provided.
• Payslips from reference not deemed sufficient, ie. not enough evidence
provided.
• No evidence of proposed event.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied:• Contradictions in information provided in applications created, re: employment,
employment periods, employers contact details, spouse/partner status.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

29742802

Approved

Religious

29751282

Refused

ID:- Visa officer is not satisfied with the quality of the employment letter
submitted with the application.
ID:- Applicant has not provided copies of 3 most recent payslips.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 04/07/2017 to 10/07/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29757712

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

29774742

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete unexplained large lodgements - sponsor.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - no bank
statements showing salary being lodged, only investment document provided applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- No EFT showing payment to college - applicant. No payslips from previous jobs
provided - applicant.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied - sponsor
states he gets rents from properties he owns but no evidence of properties
provided.
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for - 2005 to 2008 & 2013
to 2014.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds with course
applied for - Applicant appears to have studied English online - Mint World
document provided. She has not shown sufficient reasons as to why she needs
to pursue this course in the State. Course is widely available in home country.
Visa officer is not satisfied that course is warranted.

29791672

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

29812692

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete unexplained large lodgements - applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - reference.
ID:- Quality of documents - Letter from school - applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - business letter applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- No evidence of applicant's business trading e.g. FBR cert etc.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- No employment letter - reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

29813212

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- Parent's visa refused.

29824432

Approved

Study

29824742

Approved

Visit (Education)

29840602

Refused

ID:- Course is not on the ILEP (please see our website www.inis,gov.ie)
ID:- Quality of documents - Deed letter from the sponsor, Business card from
the sponsor, clearance letter from the applicant.

29841792

Approved

Study

29843492

Approved

Conference / Event

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 04/07/2017 to 10/07/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29857032

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

29874252

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - no
address for applicant on bank statement, unexplained large lodgements applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - reference.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- No letter of undertaking - applicant. No payslips - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- No letter of undertaking - reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

29878292

Approved

Visit (Education)

29878992

Approved

Visit (Education)

29879442

Approved

Visit (Education)

29879812

Approved

Visit (Education)

29880302

Approved

Visit (Education)

29881612

Approved

Visit (Education)

29881722

Approved

Visit (Education)

29882092

Approved

Visit (Education)

29882232

Approved

Visit (Education)

29884012

Approved

Visit (Education)

29884532

Approved

Visit (Education)

29891032

Approved

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

29891732

Approved

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

29892552

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

29892972

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

29895172

Approved

Join Spouse

29899502

Approved

Researcher Scientific

29899672

Approved

Visit

29904072

Approved

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

29904832

Approved

Visit

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 04/07/2017 to 10/07/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29905042

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - from the reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- no
evidence of property owned/rented in home country from the applicant, no utility
bill from the reference, no employment letter, payslips and P60 from the
reference, no passport of the reference, no letter of undertaking from the
reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

29905292

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - from the
applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - from the reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- no
evidence of property owned/rented in home country from the applicant, no utility
bill from the reference, no employment letter, payslips and P60 from the
reference, no passport of the reference, no letter of undertaking from the
reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

29905732

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - from the
applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - from the reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- no
evidence of property owned/rented in home country, no utility bill from the
reference, no employment letter, payslips and P60 from the reference, no police
report from the applicant, no evidence of business from the applicant, no letter of
undertaking from the reference, no passport of the reference,
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

29905852

Approved

Visit

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 04/07/2017 to 10/07/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29905862

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - from the
applicant
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - from the reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- no
evidence of property owned/rented in home country from the applicant, no utility
bill from the reference, no employment letter, no payslip or P60 from the
reference, no birth certificates from the applicant, no letter of undertaking from
the reference, no police report from the applicant
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s)

29907012

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- No copy
of passport from Reference submitted
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to Reference has been shown

29928262

Approved

Visit (Education)

29929112

Approved

Visit (Education)

29929192

Approved

Visit

29929502

Approved

Visit (Education)

29929712

Approved

Visit

29929802

Approved

Visit (Education)

29930072

Approved

Visit (Education)

29930532

Approved

Visit

29930662

Approved

Visit (Education)

29931312

Approved

Visit

29940602

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete-Bank
statements do not cover six months and must be dated from applicant. Any lump
sum lodgements must be explained. Bank statements do not cover six months
from reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ieEvidence of economic or social ties to home country e.g. employment letter,
college letter from applicant. Evidence of property owned/rented in home country
from applicant. Three recent payslips from reference. P60 from reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 04/07/2017 to 10/07/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29940772

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete-Bank
statements do not cover six months and must be dated from applicant. Any
unexplained lodgements must be explained. Bank statements do not cover six
months from reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website www.inis.gov.ie-• Evidence of economic or social ties to home country e.g.
employment letter, college letter from applicant.Evidence of property
owned/rented in home country from applicant.Three recent payslips from
reference.P60 from reference
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

29949722

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete unexplained large lodgements - sponsor.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - educational documents - applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - business letter - sponsor.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- No EFT showing payment to college - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- No evidence of sponsor's business trading e.g. FBR cert etc.
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds with course
applied for

29957522

Approved

Study (Phd)

29964712

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common Travel Area
between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s)

29966922

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie

29967392

Refused

ID:- Quality of documents - sponsor's employment letter, clearance letter from
applicant, training letter from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- previous
visa refusal reasons.

29967502

Approved

Visit (Education)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 04/07/2017 to 10/07/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

29981102

Approved

Employment

29985892

Refused

ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter from the applicant, clearance letter
from the applicant.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied - dates of
qualification from the applicant.

29989872

Approved

Study

29996702

Refused

ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter.
ID:- Documents provided not translated - bank statements, payslips and home
registration address.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- No documentation re previous visa refusal.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied Residency of children - application form and letter of undertaking differ as to
where children are living.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied Accommodation for visit - applicant form and confirmation booking provided
differ.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay
R:- No reference in Ireland

30000012

Approved

Visit

30001972

Approved

Visit

30002882

Approved

Visit

30003592

Approved

Visit

30004112

Approved

Visit

30004842

Approved

Visit

30005302

Approved

Visit

30005742

Approved

Visit

30006702

Approved

Visit

30007292

Approved

Visit

30007612

Approved

Visit

30007772

Approved

Visit

30012252

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

30017962

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

30018172

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

30022432

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

30022672

Refused

OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 04/07/2017 to 10/07/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30025152

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete, ie. lump
sum cash lodgements with no documentary evidence to account for it.
ID:- Quality of documents, ie. employment letter.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

30043552

Approved

Study

30054542

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

30071112

Refused

ID:- Course is not on ILEP (please se our website ww.inis.gov.ie)

30083992

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient for applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:• No letter of undertaking from the applicant.
• No letter of undertaking from the reference.
• 6 months bank statements not provided by reference.
• No marriage certificate provided for spouse stated in application.
• No birth certificates provided for children stated in application.
• No payslips for stated employment provided by applicant.
• No utility bill provided by reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30089152

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete:• Unexplained lump sum lodgements (applicant).
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:• No letter of undertaking from the applicant.
• No letter of undertaking from the reference.
• 6 months bank statements not provided by reference.
• No clear link to accompanying applicant shown.
• No utility bill provided by reference for accommodation.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 04/07/2017 to 10/07/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30089502

Refused

F:- Finances:- As per parent's application.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:• No letter of undertaking from/on behalf of the applicant.
• No letter of undertaking from the reference.
• No letter from school.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30094412

Approved

Visit (Education)

30095782

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

30096252

Approved

Visit (Education)

30096402

Approved

Visit (Education)

30097362

Approved

Visit (Education)

30097592

Approved

Visit (Education)

30099732

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
ID:- Quality of documents
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
IH:- Immigration history of applicant
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

30103602

Approved

Visit (Education)

30104202

Approved

Visit (Education)

30108382

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

30120602

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 04/07/2017 to 10/07/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30123052

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient-from reference and
applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete-Bank
statements do not cover six months from reference and applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ieEmployment letter from reference. Three recent payslips from reference. P60
from reference. Letter of undertaking from reference. Letter of undertaking from
applicant. Three recent payslips from applicant. Recent employment letter from
applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30123902

Approved

Visit (Education)

30124242

Approved

Visit (Education)

30124422

Approved

Visit (Education)

30126662

Approved

Join Spouse

30130002

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient-from reference and
applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete-Bank
statements do not cover six months from reference and applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ieEmployment letter from reference. Three recent payslips from reference. P60
from reference. Letter of undertaking from reference. Letter of undertaking from
applicant. School/College letter from applicant. Employment letter from
applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30132342

Approved

Visit (Education)

30134812

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

30135942

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

30140352

Approved

Study

30141942

Approved

Study

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 04/07/2017 to 10/07/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30149272

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient-from applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete-Bank
statements do not cover six months from reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ieEmployment letter from applicant. Three recent payslips from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

30150072

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient-from applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete-Bank
statements do not cover six months from reference.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ieEmployment letter from applicant. Three recent payslips from applicant. Letter of
undertaking from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

30158922

Approved

Business

30159472

Approved

Conference / Event

30160572

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - six
months bank statements - Reference
SP:- Gaps in education or employment not accounted for
SP:- Previous educational or employment background is at odds with course
applied for
SP:- Applicant has not shown any sufficient explanation as to why he/she needs
to pursue this course in the State. Course is widely available - Visa officer is not
satisfied that course is warranted.

30167392

Refused

ID:- Quality of documents
ID:- Insufficient evidence of any connection to the equine industry has been
provided
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied- Family
Details
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 04/07/2017 to 10/07/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30168172

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient-from reference and
applicant.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete-Bank
statements do not cover six months from reference and applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ieEmployment letter from reference. Three recent payslips from reference. P60
from reference. Letter of undertaking from reference. Letter of undertaking from
applicant. School/College letter from applicant. Employment letter from
applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30168322

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - from the
applicant, reference and sponsor.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter from the applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- no letter
of undertaking from the applicant or from the reference. no copy of applicant's
passport, no evidence of property owned/rented in home country from the
applicant
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown.

30170732

Refused

ID:- Quality of documents
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied- Family
details
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay

30173682

Approved

Visit

30173932

Approved

Visit

30182532

Approved

Visit

30182762

Approved

Visit

30182952

Approved

Visit

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 04/07/2017 to 10/07/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30188122

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - no
address for applicant on bank statement, unexplained large lodgements.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay
R:- No reference in Ireland

30203672

Approved

Visit

30209642

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application

30212022

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

30227552

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient- from reference.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incompleteUnexplained lump sum lodgements from applicant.Bank statements do not cover
six months from reference.
ID:- Quality of documents-Employment letter and payslips from applicant. Police
Character Certificate from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

30229402

Approved

Employment

30229632

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - Six months bank
statements not submitted by Applicant
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- Detailed
bank statements not submitted by Applicant
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

30238132

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient-from reference and sponsor.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incompleteUnexplained large lodgements from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ieEmployment letter from applicant. Three recent payslips from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to sponsor has been shown.

30238502

Approved

Conference / Event

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 04/07/2017 to 10/07/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30239512

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - bank
statements do not cover 6 months, no name/address of bank & no address of
applicant on bank statement.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - reference.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- No evidence of reference's employment/business. No payslips - applicant &
reference.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied - Dates for
intended visit and flights do not agree.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- Dates for intended visit have passed
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30239522

Approved

Visit

30239782

Approved

Visit

30240022

Approved

Visit

30240182

Approved

Visit

30241642

Approved

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

30250552

Approved

Visit (Education)

30251672

Approved

Visit (Education)

30251752

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter - applicant - no email/website
addresses.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- No letter of undertaking - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- No letter of undertaking - reference. No up to date employment letter reference. No copy of current passport - reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30251842

Approved

Visit (Education)

30251972

Approved

Visit (Education)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 04/07/2017 to 10/07/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30253082

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- No letter of undertaking - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- No letter of undertaking - reference. No up to date employment letter reference. No copy of current passport - reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30254362

Approved

Visit (Education)

30258322

Approved

Visit

30263552

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete unexplained large lodgements.
ID:- Quality of documents - letter of undertaking/business letter.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- No documentation re previous visa refusal.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
VR:- Previous visa refusal(s) - Applicant has failed to declare previous visa
refusal.

30264682

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

30265182

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete unexplained large lodgements.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- No letter of undertaking. No documentation re previous visa refusal.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

30267942

Approved

Employment

30269152

Approved

Join Spouse

30277502

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

30289412

Approved

Visit (Education)

30292592

Approved

Visit (Strictly No Extensions)

30292962

Approved

Visit (Education)

30293492

Approved

Visit (Education)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 04/07/2017 to 10/07/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30304842

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - from the
sponsors.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - from the applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- no letter
of undertaking from the applicant, no payslips from the applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

30318962

Approved

Training

30322022

Approved

Religious

30324092

Approved

Visit

30327962

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - The
bank statement submitted contains multiple lumps sum lodgements which have
not been explained.
ID:- Documents provided not translated - Family Registration Certificate
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common Travel Area
between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30327972

Approved

Visit

30328432

Approved

Visit

30328952

Approved

Visit

30329192

Approved

Visit

30329482

Approved

Visit

30329812

Approved

Visit

30330312

Approved

Visit

30330662

Approved

Visit

30334592

Approved

Visit

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 04/07/2017 to 10/07/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30335502

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete: - low
balance (applicant).
ID:- Applicant has not provided sufficient justification for this visa.
ID:- Documents provided not translated: bank statements (applicant), payslips
(applicant).
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:employment letter (applicant). up-to-date evidence of accommodation in home
country (applicant), undertaking (reference).
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

30340612

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - No bank
statement provided, only post office account which is not acceptable - applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - sponsor.
ID:- Quality of documents - Reference letters/business verification certificate.
ID:- Quality of documents - Business introduction letter.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- No evidence of applicant's business trading e.g. FBR cert etc.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- No evidence of sponsor's business/employment.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied - Size of
accommodation for trip.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to sponsor has been shown

30341792

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incompleteUnexplained lump sum lodgements from applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents-Business letter from applicant. Post Office statement
from applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ieEvidence of business trading from applicant.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

30342972

Approved

Business

30343302

Approved

Training

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 04/07/2017 to 10/07/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30352732

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - bank
statements do not cover 6 months, unexplained large lodgements - applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - reference.
ID:- Quality of documents - clients reference letters.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- No evidence of applicant's business trading e.g. FBR cert etc.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- No evidence of reference's business/employment. No utility bill - reference.
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied - dates for
visit - affidavit and application form differ.
IS:- Immigration status of the reference in Ireland. Evidence of this has not been
provided - Copy of GNIB card:- copy of passport of reference
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The applicant may branch into the Common Travel Area
between Ireland and the UK.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

30352882

Approved

Study

30353512

Approved

Religious

30354822

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied - See
below
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

30358112

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete - bank
statement does not cover 6 months, unexplained large lodgements - applicant.
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown - reference.
ID:- Quality of documents - introduction letter - not signed by applicant.
ID:- Quality of documents - employment letter - no start date, no dates for visit
and no return to work date - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- No letter of undertaking - applicant. No payslips - applicant.
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- No employment letter /payslips - reference. No utility bill - reference.
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

30358932

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

30359232

Approved

Visit (Education)

30359672

Approved

Visit (Education)

30360002

Approved

Visit (Education)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 04/07/2017 to 10/07/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30360132

Refused

ID:- Documents provided not translated - Payslips, bank statements
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
- Only 1 payslip (untranslated) provided, internet print-outs are not accepted as
proof of finances, no obligations to return home shown. Employment letter is of
poor quality and is not on headed paper
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay - dates have passed

30360552

Approved

Visit (Education)

30361102

Approved

Visit (Education)

30361602

Approved

Visit (Education)

30375802

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

30377452

Approved

Transit

30384962

Approved

Visit

30389572

Approved

Visit

30393472

Approved

Visit (Education)

30395502

Approved

Business

30426412

Approved

Employment

30429802

Approved

Visit (Education)

30430682

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

30430692

Approved

Visit (Education)

30436642

Approved

Visit (Education)

30437372

Approved

Visit (Education)

30444622

Approved

Visit

30446942

Approved

Visit

30447072

Approved

Visit

30451422

Approved

Visit

30452072

Approved

Visit

30452862

Approved

Visit

30456852

Approved

Internship

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 04/07/2017 to 10/07/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30461472

Approved

Visit

30477642

Approved

Visit (Education)

30480472

Approved

Visit (Education)

30481522

Approved

Visit (Education)

30484842

Approved

Join Spouse

30485002

Approved

Join Parent

30485092

Approved

Join Parent

30488242

Approved

Internship

30496212

Approved

Visit

30501642

Approved

Visit

30509722

Approved

Visit (Education)

30515732

Approved

Visit (Education)

30516272

Approved

Visit (Education)

30516782

Approved

Visit (Education)

30517092

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

30517192

Approved

Visit (Education)

30517812

Approved

Visit (Education)

30519222

Approved

Visit (Education)

30519592

Approved

Visit (Education)

30520852

Approved

Visit (Education)

30520992

Approved

Business

30521122

Approved

Visit (Education)

30521202

Approved

Visit (Education)

30523912

Approved

Visit (Education)

30524182

Approved

Visit (Education)

30524322

Approved

Visit (Education)

30524542

Approved

Visit (Education)

30524712

Approved

Visit (Education)

30524872

Approved

Visit (Education)

30549762

Approved

Visit

30550512

Approved

Visit

30550822

Approved

Visit

30551312

Approved

Visit

30563342

Approved

Visit

30563352

Approved

Visit

30563362

Approved

Visit

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 04/07/2017 to 10/07/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30563372

Approved

Visit

30563382

Approved

Visit

30564672

Approved

Visit

30601052

Approved

Visit (Education)

30601272

Approved

Visit (Education)

30625732

Approved

Visit (Education)

30633912

Approved

Visit (Education)

30634462

Approved

Visit (Education)

30636422

Approved

Visit (Education)

30639532

Approved

Visit (Education)

30640452

Approved

Visit (Education)

30642142

Approved

Visit (Education)

30642232

Approved

Visit (Education)

30642792

Approved

Visit (Education)

30643022

Approved

Visit (Education)

30643242

Approved

Visit (Education)

30643702

Approved

Visit (Education)

30643792

Approved

Visit (Education)

30644792

Approved

Visit (Education)

30647392

Approved

Join Spouse

30651232

Approved

Visit (Education)

30652312

Approved

Visit (Education)

30669192

Approved

Join Parent

30669352

Approved

Join Parent

30675342

Approved

Visit (Education)

30676032

Approved

Visit (Education)

30680142

Approved

Family Reunification

30680662

Approved

Family Reunification

30680912

Approved

Family Reunification

30680962

Approved

Visit (Education)

30683772

Approved

Join Spouse

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 04/07/2017 to 10/07/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30685412

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete: low
balance (applicant).
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- passport
(applicant), undertaking (applicant, reference), birth certificate of groom,
evidence of accommodation in home country (applicant), up-to-date payslips
(applicant), marriage certificate (applicant).
INCO:- Inconsistencies e.g. contradictions in the information supplied: - see
comments below
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference / groom has been shown.
R:- No confirmation of hotel booking for duration of stay.

30690262

Approved

Visit

30693982

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient.
F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete: - no
finances shown from sponsoring organisation, no bank statement showing
previous 6 months of transactions submitted (host), low balance on bank
certificate (host).
ID:- Quality of documents: - payslips (applicant), employment letter (applicant),
bank statement (applicant), family certificate document (applicant).
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:undertaking (applicant, host), evidence of accommodation in home country
(applicant).
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient.
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

30694422

Approved

Visit (Education)

30695152

Approved

Visit (Education)

30695812

Approved

Visit (Education)

30700532

Approved

Visit (Education)

30700782

Approved

Visit (Education)

30701072

Approved

Visit (Education)

30703332

Approved

Join Spouse

30703452

Approved

Join Parent

30729372

Approved

Visit

30732162

Approved

Visit

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 04/07/2017 to 10/07/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30734772

Approved

Family Reunification

30741812

Approved

Family Reunification

30749132

Approved

Visit (Education)

30751552

Approved

Visit

30751992

Approved

Visit

30755812

Approved

Visit (Education)

30757032

Approved

Visit

30758012

Approved

Visit

30761292

Approved

Visit (Education)

30766272

Approved

Visit

30767472

Approved

Visit

30767632

Approved

Visit

30767952

Approved

Visit

30768362

Approved

Visit

30768372

Approved

Visit

30768612

Approved

Visit

30768732

Approved

Visit

30769152

Approved

Visit

30769522

Approved

Visit

30769642

Approved

Visit

30770092

Approved

Visit

30770502

Approved

Visit

30770842

Approved

Visit

30771562

Approved

Visit

30772112

Approved

Visit

30776562

Approved

Visit (Education)

30782282

Approved

Visit (Education)

30786132

Approved

Visit

30786352

Approved

Visit

30786512

Approved

Visit

30786702

Approved

Visit

30787072

Approved

Visit

30794552

Approved

Visit

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 04/07/2017 to 10/07/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30820582

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

30825952

Approved

Family Reunification

30826012

Approved

Family Reunification

30833042

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

30845192

Refused

F:- Finances shown have been deemed insufficient
ID:- Documents provided not translated
ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

30849412

Approved

Join Spouse

30849852

Approved

Join Parent

30859002

Approved

Visit (Education)

30859232

Approved

Visit (Education)

30860492

Approved

Visit

30862692

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie
OB:- Obligations to return to home country have not been deemed sufficient
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.

30865022

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie

30865672

Refused

ID:- Insufficient documentation submitted in support of the application:- please
see link to "Documents Required" as displayed on our website - www.inis.gov.ie

30879952

Approved

Visit (Education)

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 04/07/2017 to 10/07/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

30879972

Approved

Visit (Education)

30885442

Approved

Family Reunification

30890872

Approved

Visit

30959922

Approved

Join Spouse

30971362

Approved

Family Reunification

30973472

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

30973752

Approved

Visit (Family / Friend)

31016572

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
IH:- Immigration history of applicant
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, and given that no compelling reasons for the trip have been
displayed, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the State
following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

31018132

Refused

F:- Finances:- no evidence of finances shown
IH:- Immigration history of applicant
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may work illegally in the State
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means,the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the
State following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

31052292

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
IH:- Immigration history of applicant
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means, the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the
State following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

Application Decisions:
Decisions for period from 04/07/2017 to 10/07/2017
Classification: DJELR
Mission: INIS Dublin

31053852

Refused

F:- Finances:- evidence provided is deemed insufficient or incomplete
IH:- Immigration history of applicant
OB:- Obligations to return to home country not shown - e.g.no social, economic
or professional ties in home country shown
OC:- Condition - The applicant may overstay following proposed visit.
OC:- Condition - The potential cost of this trip is high in comparison to the
applicant's means,the visa officer is not satisfied of your intentions to leave the
State following your visit.
OC:- Observe the conditions of the visa - the visa sought is for a specific
purpose and duration:- the applicant has not satisfied the visa officer that such
conditions would be observed.
R:- No clear link to reference has been shown

31098112

Approved

Performance

31098882

Approved

Performance

31100612

Approved

Performance

